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The buzz of Havana’s many courtyards, the vibrant sounds of salsa 
beats and the excited cheers of kids playing baseball in the streets. 
The unique palette of colors in a place full of spirit and life, where 
nostalgia is never far added to the determination to push forward while 
always remaining authentic... We could go on but it is quite clear that 
Cuba offered us all the inspiration we needed.

Its diversity, eclecticism and warmth are reflected in the opulence 
of this Spring/Summer collection, in terms of styles, graphics and 
fabrics. Fresh and joyful all over prints are mixed with smart stripes, 
while frivolous dresses go hand in hand with army style overshirts 
and a wide range of sportswear influenced pieces. There’s a definite 
touch of romanticism and naivety - without ever going overboard - 
added to a certain Caribbean nonchalance that looks and feels very 
Bellerose. In addition to the tones that we’ve become known for there’s 
a fresh range of soft pastels and a bright and exotic colors 
(such as a fierce salsa orange, an abundant green and a bright 
lemonade yellow) emphasizing our inspirations.

Our girls’ collection offers a royal dose of playfulness and motion with 
plenty of flounces and pleats, embroidered details and copious ethnic 
prints.  Comfy, oversized and cropped fits dominate, using different 
fabrics going from featherlight cotton crepe to double sided mesh with 
added lurex, or from drapy viscose to spongy fleece. Some of the stand 
out pieces include a bold yet youthful sleeveless customized denim 
jacket with frayed fringes, a new pair of somewhat fancier satin pants 
with ribbed ankle height hems and a lovely dancer’s skirt in viscose 
with a multicolor elastic waistband.

Embracing the same easy going, sun-kissed Cuban atmosphere while 
staying true to its effortlessly cool heritage, our boys’ collection offers 
the same attention to detail and comfort.  Classic fabrics are reworked 
with enormous creativity resulting in richer knitwear and inventive, 
reinterpreted jersey fabrics, such as double sided piqué and mixed 
slub cottons. Key pieces range from a classic Baracuta jacket lined 
with micro checks to flat front bermuda shorts in a mixed woven/jersey 
fabric and a Fidel Castro-inspired (how could we not?) short sleeve 
military shirt in lightweight poplin cotton. Last but not least we’re also 
thrilled to present an exclusive line of boys’ swimming trunks.

Summarized, this is an invitation to play, dance and travel with 
us to an island where the hustle and bustle of city life is perfectly 
balanced by the calm of green pine forests and sandy beaches.


